
Paul Suttle, Strasburg, OH

I was introduced to ballooning in 1988 by Ric Brown (a pilot from Michigan) at the
Coshocton Hot Air Balloon Festival. We were sitting on the sidelines under the bleachers
and he asked us if we wanted to help. My wife Penny answered yes, look where that
answer has lead. Wow.
Ric introduced us to Beth Davidson and Maury Sullivan at the Toledo Winterfest Rally in
February of 1989 and they became our instructors. I helped out that summer with the
Pro Football Hall of Fame Balloon Classic Invitational Rally and have been an active
participant since. Granted all I did that first year was push the Champagne cart around
delivering bottles but it was a starting point. Early on I was the Scoring Officer and
spent a few all-nighters getting the data in the scoring program correct. Mike Gilligan
has done a very nice job enhancing that tool into the multilevel program that it is
today. Now As assistant Event Director my latest project is designing a methodology to
take individual race results from that program and score them using the Team Scoring
Methods we use at BCI. Penny and I toured on the National Circuit starting in 1990 and we competed in the Nationals
from 1991 through 2000.
I have been very active in our local balloon club NOBPA and have held leadership positions over the years. These
positions ranged from original webmaster to editor to board member to President (twice). Currently Penny and I are
leading the team to host our annual Safety Seminar called Balloonowledge. Last year we hosted the BFA Online
Seminar and this year we tried a new faster format and it was well received. As with anything in life new things must
be tried. I have hosted a few ad-hoc NOBPA rally’s that were sanctioned balloon competitions. Using the theodolite’s
wind data to prepare the tasks a laptop with the BFA scoring program and time at the breakfast table after the flight I
was able to get results to the Pilots and the BFA in a very timely manner.
A few weeks ago Jeff Pestun asked me if I would consider running for a board position on the HACD. Once again I
said yes. This is my first attempt to participate at a national level and I can’t help but wonder where this adventure
will lead. I appreciate and respect your vote.
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